A method for automatic classification of computed tomography (CT) brain images of different head trauma types is presented in this paper. The method has three major steps: 1. The images are first segmented to find potential hemorrhage regions using ellipse fitting, background removal and wavelet decomposition technique; 2. For each region, features (such as area, major axis length, etc.) are extracted; 3. Each extracted feature is classified using machine learning algorithm; the images are then classified based on its component regions' classification. The automatic medical image classification will be useful in building a content-based medical image retrieval system.
Introduction
Due to the advances of multi-slice Computed Tomography (CT) Scan with up to 64 slices per scan, a huge amount of CT images are produced in modern hospitals. Today, CT scan images are in the standard DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format which incorporates textual information together with the images. Display and retrieval of CT scan images are via PACS (Picture Archives and Communication System) hardware [1] . However with such standards and hardware, the CT scan images currently can only be retrieved using patient names or identity card numbers. To retrieve an image pertaining to a particular anomaly without the patient name is literally like looking for a needle in a haystack. In the domain of CT brain images, very often doctors already overloaded with day-to-day medical consultation simply could not remember patients' names when they need to refer to cases of certain type of brain trauma seen before and as such valuable information are lost in the sea of raw image pixels.
However, if the CT brain images are automatically classified according to trauma types and incorporated to the medical image search system, then the system with search functions not just by patients' names but by trauma types provides solution to the problem. In this paper, we propose a method to classify CT brain images of head trauma automatically and quickly, so that it facilitates the building of such search systems.
Head trauma has the following major types [2] : epidural hemorrhage 1 (EDH), acute subdural hemorrhage (SDH_Acute), chronic subdural hemorrhage (SDH_Chronic), intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) and subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH). In this paper, we focus on classification of EDH, SDH_Acute and ICH, for they are the dominant types in most head trauma cases. Our images are from CT brain scans performed in the two-year period of 2003 and 2005 as a result of hospital admission for mild head injured patients in National Neuroscience Institute, Tan Tock Seng Hospital [3] . Some of the mild head injuries were later found to be insignificant with no hemorrhage detected. Such cases are treated as belonging to the "normal" class in our training data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will present our method of automatic classification which basically consists of three phases: namely, pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. In section 3, we will discuss our experimental results involving machine learning and validation. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper with our future works.
A Method for Automatic Classification of CT Brain Images
Our proposed method to automatically classify CT brain images consists of three phases: preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. In the preprocessing phase, we segment the hemorrhage regions from the CT brain image using ellipse fitting [4] , background removal and wavelet decomposition technique [5, 6] . The segmented result is a binary image with potential hemorrhage regions in white and the others in black. Then for each of the potential hemorrhage regions, we extract information about size, shape and position, and create a feature vector accordingly. Lastly, we use a machine learning algorithm to classify the potential hemorrhage regions into different hemorrhage types or normal regions according to the extracted features. The CT brain images are then classified according to the classification of its potential hemorrhage regions.
Preprocessing
Preprocessing algorithm consists of 4 steps.
Step one removes the skull and fits an ellipse to the skull to construct an "interior region", which is the brain inside the skull.
Step two removes the gray matter.
Step three uses a wavelet decomposition to reduce noise and set a threshold automatically to identify the hemorrhage regions. The last step generates a binary image containing the hemorrhage regions in white and the others in black.
Step 0: Input CT brain image in JPEG format of dimension 512×512. (Figure 1 Step 1: Remove the skull and segment the "interior region"
The skull is in white color, whose intensity is above 250 in a gray scale map. Hence, we simply treat those pixels with intensity 250 and above as the skull. The interior region refers to the brain content inside the skull. Since most traumas are diagnosed according to blood clots or edema inside the skull, it is important to segment the interior region. Firstly, we do a boundary detection based on the skull removed. The boundary contains points with intensity above 250, which belong to the skull. Note that there are two other regions that are also in white color. These two regions belong to the CT scan device. However, since they are much smaller than the skull, they can be removed by doing a simple area comparison. Next, we do an ellipse fitting on the boundary points, and compute the center (X c , Y c ), the major axis, the minor axis, and the parameters of the ellipse. There are 6 parameters, a,b,c,d,e and f, and thus the ellipse has an equation of the following form:
Hence, a point [x, y] given to the equation that has a result less than zero is inside the ellipse. Finally, we segment the interior points based on the following rules on the original image I.
1. The point should be inside the ellipse; 2. The point should be set apart from the center of the ellipse with a distance less than 80% of the average of the major and minor axes of the ellipse. 3. Its intensity is between 10 and 250.
We denote the interior image to be T 0 . (Figure 2 ) Step 2: Remove the gray matter Most parts of the content inside the skull are the gray matter. In the histogram of intensity on T 0 , the peak corresponds to the gray matter. (Figure 2 ) Hence, a simple subtraction off the peak intensity from T 0 will give us an image with the gray matter removed. We call it T 1 . (Figure 3)   Fig. 3 . Image T 1 , gray matter removed; left: the image; right: intensity distribution
Step 3: Reduce noise
There is much noise as white dots or tiny fragments produced in T 1 , because we subtract only a single intensity value from various parts of the gray matter. A second level 2D Biorthogonal wavelet transform is used to reduce the noise [5, 6] . We finally get the image with reduced noise but more distinguishable diseased parts. We denote the resultant image to be T 2 . (Figure 4 Step 4: Generate a binary image of hemorrhage After the preprocessing, we can define thresholds according to the intensity distribution of image T 2 . We set the hemorrhage threshold to be the median of the peaks obtained from the wavelet transform. Finally we get a binary image T 3 . (Figure 5 ) 
Feature Extraction
As human doctors use size, shape and position of the potential hemorrhage region to classify them, we need quantifiable features that describe the size, shape and position for antomatic classification. For each potential hemorrhage region, we use the Matlab function regionprops [7] to extract the area, major and minor axis lengths, eccentricity, solidity and extent. Also, features for the skull and the background are extracted from the labeled skull and background regions [8] . These features describe the size, shape and position of the potential hemorrhage region; therefore, they are useful for classification. The class of each feature vector is one of the following values: EDH, SDH_ Acute, ICH and normal. All features are described in Table 1 . The actual number of pixels in the region.
2 Major axis length
The length (in pixels) of the major axis of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the region.
3 Minor axis length
The length (in pixels) of the minor axis of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the region.
23.5155
4 Eccentricity The eccentricity of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the region. The eccentricity is the ratio of the distance between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis length.
5 Solidity
The proportion of the pixels in the convex hull that are also in the region. Computed as Area/ConvexArea 3 .
6 Extent
The proportion of the pixels in the bounding box that are also in the region. Computed as the area divided by area of the bounding box.
7 Skull
Whether the region is adjacent to skull or not. false 8 Background Whether the region is adjacent to background or not. true
Classification
According to the features extracted in section 2.2, we classify the regions into five categories: EDH, SDH_ Acute, ICH, other and normal, where the first three classes refer to the three types of hemorrhages we focus on, the other refers to the remaining types of hemorrhage, and normal means that the region is not a hemorrhage. For example, the potential hemorrhage regions of Figure 5 classified as ICH are shown in Figure 6 .
As there may be more than one type of hemorrhage present in a brain CT image, the class for each image cannot have only one of the class values as the regions have. Instead, the class for each image is a boolean vector <EDH, SDH_ Acute, ICH, normal>, where each boolean value indicates the presence of certain type of hemorrhage.
Fig. 6. Each white pixel group represents an ICH region of the image
The class of the image is classified according the classifications of its regions. If the regions are classified as some type(s) of hemorrhage (EDH, SDH_Acute, or ICH), the image is also classified as the same type(s) of the hemorrhage(s). Otherwise if all regions are classified as normal, the image itself is also classified as normal.
Experimental Results
We obtained 35 CT brain images (15 EDH, 9 SDH_Acute, 6 ICH and 5 normal) belonging to 12 patients from the National Neuroscience Institute, Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore. After preprocessing, we obtained 818 potential hemorrhage regions (15 EDH, 19 SDH_Acute, 47 ICH and 737 normal).
Classification of Potential Hemorrhage Regions
We used J48 classifier, a decision tree classifier based on C4.5 [9] , from WEKA [10] to train and test the region features. 10-fold cross validation was used. The average accuracy (correctly classified regions / all regions) is 93.0%. As there are many more normal class cases than the other classes, the data is highly imbalanced, which causes high accuracy for normal class and relatively lower accuracy for other classes. The detailed testing results for each class are reported as shown in Table 2 . The decision tree obtained from J48 is shown in Figure 7 . The knowledge represented by the decision tree is actually very close to the doctor's knowledge in classifying potential hemorrhage regions. For example, if the region's area is less than or equal to 2891 pixels (6.89cm
2 ) and greater than 91 pixels (0.22cm 2 ), and the eccentricity is less than or equal to 0.9426 (the greater the eccentricity is, the elongated is the region), and the region is not adjacent to skull, then the region is ICH. This is also a typical rule for doctors to recognize ICH manually. Fig. 7 . Decision tree obtained from the training data using the J48 classifier
Classification of Images
The classification of the image is considered as: 1. correct, if the predicted class(es) and the actual class(es) are exactly the same; 2. partially correct, if the actual class(es) is/are included in the prediction, but other class(es) is/are also predicted; 3. incorrect, if the predicted class(es) is different from the actual class. Among the 35 images, 18 are classified correctly, 6 are classified partially correctly, and 11 are classified incorrectly.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a method to classify CT brain images of head trauma automatically and quickly. The method consists of three phases: preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. In the preprocessing phase, we segment the hemorrhage regions from the CT brain image using ellipse fitting, background removal and wavelet decomposition technique. The segmented result is a binary image with potential hemorrhage regions in white and the rest in black. Then for each of the potential hemorrhage regions, we extract information about its size, shape and relative location, and create a feature vector. Lastly, we use machine learning algorithms to classify the potential hemorrhage regions into different hemorrhage types or normal regions according to the extracted features. The CT brain images are then classified according to the classification of its potential hemorrhage regions.
The fast and scalable automatic medical image classification can help to build a medical image search system according to the syndrome types (in our case of CT brain images, the syndrome types are head trauma types) and facilitate doctors' research on certain syndrome as well as education for medical profession.
In our future work, we will extend the classification types to include other head traumas. We will also explore other machine learning algorithms and compare their classification results. Finally, we will do text mining to extract further information from the text of neuroradiologists' report to find more features for classification.
